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Abstract
Korean is a dynamic language which exhibits the development of a variety of lexical nouns into grammatical markers. Among
the many examples in the Korean language, some forms such as cikyeng boundary and yang shape show intriguing functional-
semantic extension patterns. In other words, the items originally used as free morphemes, functioning main components in
sentences and encoding physical space or situations, became stance markers a negative function in present-day Korean. In this
respect, this paper attempts to investigate the historical evolution of the lexical nouns cikyeng and yang from a
grammaticalization perspective. As full-fledged nouns, the items show diverse semantic-functional characteristics in present-day
Korean as lexical nouns, defective/light nouns, and nominalizers in reference to negative markers. Considering the diversity of 
each single form as a result of the historical pragmatics and cognitive activities, this paper focuses on the analysis of the
semantic-functional change that cikyeng and yang undergone over time and the semantic extension patterns triggered by
cognitive mechanisms such as metaphor, metonymy and subjectification. To examine the diverse paths and the semantic 
development shown in the items, this paper suggests grammaticalization process that is largely enabled by the conceptual
mechanisms along the image schema, and presents an explication of how negative marking functions emerge from spatial and 
situational concepts based on the cognitive forces that operate in language use.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and/or peer-review under the responsibility of the Universiti Malaysia Sarawak
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1. Introduction
Even a cursory look at the history of the Korean language reveals that it is among those languages that
productively recruit nominals in special contexts to encode diverse grammatical notions [1-8]. The typical routes for
the nominals to develop into grammatical markers are via the intermediate stage of the so-called defective nouns.
Among many such nominals, some forms such as cikyeng boundary and yang shape constitute an intriguing
category in that they show peculiar functional-semantic extension patterns. In particular, in present-day Korean
(henceforth PDK), these items, which were originally used as free morphemes functioning as fully lexical nouns and
denoting physical spaces or situations have become stance markers, more especially, markers representing the 
negative viewpoint of the speaker toward the entity, state or event in PDK. This paper investigates how the negative
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markers developed from the propositional  level, i.e. lexical nouns, to the expressive  level, i.e. stance markers [9], 
within the grammaticalization framework. More specifically, we will examine how the lexical items cikyeng and 
yang have come to acquire grammatical meanings that carry the speaker s subjective and negative evaluations in a 
situation.  
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the development of the lexical nouns cikyeng and yang, 
showing their source lexemes and semantic-functional diversity provided from both the historical texts listed in 
UNICONC (i.e. Korean historical literature) and the synchronic texts listed in the dictionary Wulimal Khunsacen 
[10]. Section 3 then investigates the motivations for the semantic changes of the items, with special focus on how the 
defective nouns cikyeng and yang come to be reinterpreted as negative stance markers. Section 4 summarizes the 
observations and concludes the discussion. 
2. Historical Development of Cikyeng and Yang 
2.1. Origins 
Korean nominalizers cikyeng and yang are examples par excellence of grammaticalization in many aspects as 
they exhibit properties typical of the grammaticalization process. The nominalizers originate from the lexical nouns, 
through the intermediate stage of the defective or light nouns (cf. [1], [11]).  
The etymology of cikyeng can be traced to a lexical noun denoting boundary , as attested in the example (1) 
from early Middle and Middle Korean texts. Cikyeng, a full-fledge noun, is found in the adpositional (i.e. 
postpositional) constructions, where it functions as a head noun followed by such locative particles as ey at/to , -
aney in , etc. as in the following: 
 
(1) cwukem-mul sil-e   tikyeng-ey tol-a-wa  
corpse-Acc load-NF   boundary-at return-NF-come 
(He/She) loaded (a horse) with a corpse and came back to the boundary/domain  
1518 Ilyunhayngsilto, txt (6) 
 
As seen in the above example, tikyeng, the historical form of cikyeng, is revealed as a locative noun denoting 
boundary/domain  in a head noun position. After undergoing this phonological shift [tikyeng > cikyeng] during the 
course of Middle Korean period, cikyeng in present-day Korean becomes the only form used as both a defective 
noun and a nominalizer.  
Early Middle Korean also has another lexical noun yang which is originally derived from a Chinese character (i.e. 
Sino-Korean) [11: pg.89]. According to the historical texts, yang appears as a head noun in the postpositional 
constructions, and functions to visibly describe the notion of an entity, event, or state as in: 
 
(2)  meli-uy  yang-i  camskan  kiwute-ni 
head-Poss  shape-Nom moment  incline-Conn 
The shape of the head tilted for a moment and then  
         1588 Sohakenhay, 6:274 
 
From the example, it is attested that the nominalizer yang is used as a lexical noun denoting shape  to function 
as a physically visible notion in postpositional phrases. From its original function, it has developed to now function 
as a defective noun and a marker of nominalization, which is discussed in Section 2.2 below. 
2.2. Semantic-Functional Development 
In historical and current literature, there is clear evidence that the spatial noun cikyeng and the formative noun 
yang have evolved into highly versatile and semantically bleached defective nouns that could be used as 
nominalizers to refer not only to locative and visible notions, but also as negative stance markings. Diverse usages 
of cikyeng can be found in both historical and current texts as in: 
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(3) i  cikyeng-uy nilAl-e  tyangchAs esti-hA-lya 
this boundary-at reach-NF indeed  what-do-RQ 
 don t know what to do in this circumstance?  
         163? Sansengilki, txt (44) 
 
(4) malil hyungnyen-i t-ul  cikyeng-i-myen 
if lean.year-Nom have-Adn boundary-Cop-if 
If it has a lean year  
         1901 Sinhakwelpo, txt (67) 
 
(5) ku-nun cikum cwuk-ul  cikyeng  i-ta 
he-Top now dead-Adn boundary be-Dec 
He is now in a bad fix.       PDK 
 
As shown in the examples, cikyeng in (3) could be interpreted in either the spatial sense of physical boundary for 
a state  or the more abstract sense of conditional boundary for a state . In other words, the context (e.g. a bridge 
context: [12], [13]) such as that found in (3), where the sense of cikyeng is extended from domain of state  to 
condition of state , paves the way for the emergence of cikyeng as a defective noun capable of grammaticalizing 
into a productive spatial/means nominalizer (cf. [11: pg.82]). Further use of cikyeng is also found in (4) and (5), in 
which cikyeng is extended as a nominalizer to describe the scene where the psychological boundary is close to 
undesirable situations. Here the word cikyeng does not have much lexical content. The absence of such a lexical 
meaning is well illustrated by the fact that there is no subject-predicate correspondence as shown in (5), the subject 
he  can t be equated with a boundary . This nominalizing defective noun refers to a state in which the sentential 
subject is situated. Such a functional-semantic shift of cikyeng as shown in the above examples can be sketched as 
[lexical noun boundary  > defective noun condition  > nominalizer negative marker ]. 
Another nominalizer yang derived from a lexical noun also shows a versatile and productive semantic-functional 
usage as in: 
 
(6) nAyil   puthe hA-l   yang-ulo hA-Ap-so 
tomorrow   from do-Adn   shape-Int do-Hon-Hort 
Please do (it), as if (you) would do (it) from tomorrow.  
       Chephay Cho 1: 32b (cited from [1: pg.90]) 
 
(7) icey tyeli moci-n  yang-ul  ha-ni 
now so be.harsh-Adn shape-Acc do-as 
As (you) pretend to be so harsh now  
       16?? Kyeychwukilki, txt (126) 
 
(8) ku-nun khunil-ina  ha-nun  yang yatanpepsek-i-ta 
he-Top important.job-Opt do-Adn  shape fuss-Cop-Dec 
He fusses about it as if he is doing an important job.  
       PDK 
 
Yang appearing in (6) to (8) is no longer considered a lexical word referring to formative notion. The meaning of 
example (6) indicates likeness , rather than a formative shape . In other words, the semantic domain of yang is 
extended from concrete shape of an entity to likeness to an entity or event . Yang in (7) also gives rise to another 
interpretation such as pretending to do something with a visible gesture , showing the semantic generality as [shape 
> likeness > pretending]. Yang obtained the status of a defective noun via semantic generality (cf. [8]) is highlighted 
by its productive use as a nominalizer as shown in (8). Like cikyeng, the nominalizer yang that originates from a 
defective noun also refers to second order entities (i.e. states). In particular, the semantics of yang shape  in (8) is 
considerably bleached and tends to be neutralized to denote a situation where the speaker s unfriendly intention 
toward the sentential subject is referred to. The semantic-functional shift of cikyeng and yang may be as in Table 1: 
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Table 1. Semantic-functional development of cikyeng and yang 
Syntactic categories Sense of cikyeng Sense of yang 
Full-fledged nouns Boundary  Shape  
Defective nouns Condition  Likeness  
Nominalizers Undesirable 
condition  
Pretending  
3. Grammaticalization of Cikyeng and Yang 
The evolutions of the lexical nouns cikyeng and yang into defective nouns and further grammatical markers with 
negative stance marking functions are directly relevant to the question of what enables the semantic-functional 
changes of the words. Considering the notion that a functional or grammatical change follows after a semantic 
change ([14-16], inter alia), the discussion of the development of these items in this section is focused on the 
process of their semantic changes. 
 
3.1. Semantic Change of Cikyeng 
 
The dynamic semantic extension of cikyeng which has become a speaker s negative stance marking function is 
evidently found in both the historical and current texts as discussed in the previous sections. An investigation into 
the semantic change pattern exhibited by the item reveals that it has undergone a series of semantic changes. As 
seen in (1), the basic meaning of cikyeng is a spatial relation denoting a boundary  or a domain . In the example of 
(3), it is attested that the meaning of this item is interpreted as a psychological boundary denoting condition  or 
circumstance . Here the majority of extended meaning of cikyeng is clearly metaphorical [17, 15, 18, 19, 20]. A 
metaphor is evident in the semantic change exhibited by the categorical transfer from physical space into mental 
space, and into a more abstract marker, such as marking undesirability of the state as shown in the above examples 
(4) and (5). In the grammaticalization of cikyeng as a marker denoting undesirability, the semantic domains most 
frequently involved are a concrete location in a physical domain and an abstract location in a mental domain. 
Domain shift, such as [concrete > abstract] occurs in terms of conceptual transfer from metaphorization. 
As shown in the example (5), cikyeng is extended as a negative marker to describe the scene where the 
psychological boundary is close to undesirable situations. The development of negative marking of this item is also 
due to the speaker s emphatic attitudinal stances toward the addressee [8]. It is, therefore, suggested that 
subjectification and intersubjectification [21, 9] are additional enabling forces for the semantic-functional extension 
of cikyeng as a negative stance marker. In other words, the negative marking function shown in the defective noun is 
a product of grammaticalization processes whereby the acquired special meaning, such as [boundary > condition > 
negative attitude marker] and related to the undesirability of the psychological barrier, has been derived from 
subjectification. 
In the course of development of negative stance markers, defective nouns usually form constructions with the 
[XP-Adnominalizer-Defective Noun-Copula] structure. Interestingly, different defective nouns tend to be associated 
with different adnominalizers such as the anterior adnominal n, the simultaneous adnominal nun and the 
prospective adnominal -l, and each of which carries different semantic properties with respect to tense-aspect 
distinctions. Cikyeng, with its etymology rooted in spatial concepts such as proximal boundaries, indicates a future-
orientation perspective, taking the adnominalizer l in the [XP-l cikyeng-i] construction. Such a temporal meaning 
contributes to the subjectification involved in the shift of concrete meanings into abstract ones by the speaker s 
evaluative attitudes. 
 
3.2. Semantic Change of Yang 
 
Our attention with respect to the semantic change of yang in grammaticalization is first based on metonymic 
transfer (i.e. psychological contiguity) and historical pragmatics. According to several previous investigations [21, 9, 
16], utterance situations give rise to reinterpretation (e.g. context-induced reinterpretation, [15]), which actually 
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brings about meaning changes in pragmatic terms. As for the defective noun yang, such a series of semantic 
extensions as [shape of X > likeness to X > pretending] is the result of pragmatic reinterpretation. This is well 
illustrated in the above examples (2), (6), (7), and (8). The semantic changes from shape  in (2) to likeness  in (6), 
and further pretending  in (7) and (8) are largely due to a metonymic transfer. There is no discrete step separating a 
source meaning and a target meaning, in which a semantic transition from an initial stage to an intermediate stage to 
a final stage is continuous as represented by [shape > likeness to shape > pretending of shape]. The semantic 
extension shown in yang involves the conceptual contiguity, whereby any of these concepts is viewed as part of a 
series of related concepts.  
As seen in (8), in particular, yang is used as a negative stance marker expressing the speaker s unfriendly 
intention toward the entity being referred to, due to the exaggerated action by the sentential subject. The negative 
marking function shown in this nominalizer is also a product of the grammaticalization processes whereby the use 
of yang shape  > likeness  > pretending (i.e. negative attitude marker)  arising from the speaker s displeasure at 
the exaggerated manner of the subject being discussed, has been derived from the subjectification processes. In the 
course of the emergence of the negative stance marker, nominalizer yang, based on its physically visible source 
notion, takes the simultaneous adnominalizer un and nun, and denotes a completed or on-going state with the 
[XP-Adnominalizer-Defective Noun-Ø/orAcc] structure as a clause subordination, particularly with clauses having 
topic-like conditional as if  interpretations. The development of such a temporal meaning with yang in the structure 
is also considered to be a result of the process of subjectification, because it suggests that the speaker tends to 
interpret a physically visible scene as an on-going state based on his/her subjective evaluative attribution. 
Through the investigation of semantic extensions of cikyeng and yang so far, it is observed that the defective 
noun has undergone numerous semantic changes triggered by such mechanisms as metaphor, pragmatic metonymy, 
and subjectification. This indicates that the semantic changes of these nominalizers are not captured by a single 
change mechanism but rather various mechanisms that operate either simultaneously or successively. 
4. Conclusion 
This paper has examined the lexical nouns, such as cikyeng and yang, which show a general evolution whereby 
the lexical items turn into grammatical markers, e.g. defective nouns and further nominalizers to mark negative 
stance functions, which occur as a result of a network of interrelated processes referred to as grammaticalization. 
The source characteristics of the items were also explored, particularly focusing on their semantic-functional 
diversity from a diachronic perspective. In addition, we have seen how versatile defective nouns such as cikyeng and 
yang have grammaticalized into grammatical markers having negative stance marking functions  and how their 
extended uses shed light on the interactions of the nominalizers with the participating adnominalizers which are 
sensitive to aspectual-temporal distinctions. Furthermore, it is suggested that metaphor, metonymy and 
sujectification operating in the process of semantic-functional extensions also enabled the emergence of diverse 
functions of the nominalizers as negative functional markers. 
 
Abbreviations 
 
Acc   accusative   Int instrument 
Adn   adnominalizer   NF non-finite 
Conn   connective   Nom nominative 
Cop   copula    Opt option 
Dec   declarative   Poss possessive 
Hon   honorific   RQ rhetorical question 
Hort   hortative   Top topic 
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